Microarray assay for detection and discrimination of Orthopoxvirus species.
A microarray method was developed for simultaneous detection and identification of six species of Orthopoxvirus (OPV) including Variola, Monkeypox, Cowpox, Camelpox, Vaccinia, and Ectromelia viruses. The method allowed us to discriminate OPV species from varicella-zoster virus (VZV), Herpes Simplex 1 virus (HSV-1), and Herpes Simplex 2 virus (HSV-2) that cause infections with clinical manifestations similar to OPV infections. The nucleotide sequences of the C23L/B29R and the B19R genes identified for 86 and 72 different OPV strains, respectively, were used to design species-specific microarray oligonucleotide probes (oligoprobes). The microarray also contained several oligoprobes selected from the ORF31, US4, and US5 genes of VZV, HSV-1, and HSV-2, respectively. The samples (from HSVs or OPVs) of ssDNAs for analyses were prepared by using asymmetric PCR followed by chemical labeling of ssDNA with Cy3 dye. DNA from 52 samples of various OPV species, two isolates of VZV, two of HSV-1, and three of HSV-2 were tested using the developed microarray assay; all tested viruses were accurately identified. To ensure the robustness of the microarray assay, three additional unrelated variola virus strains with unknown sequences of the C23L/B29R and the B19R genes were tested. In each instance the microarray unambiguously identified them as Variola virus species. The results obtained in this study demonstrated that this new microarray method is a valuable tool for the rapid and accurate detection and differentiation of these important viral pathogens.